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Student Chapter Members 

Corentin Gardes* 

Laurence Guyot-Messier* 

Walyde Veronique* 

Farah Gagnier* 

Jérémie Langlois 

Rocio Pedreira Perez 

Eliott Théas 

Pierre Hennequart 

Jean-Simon Caunter 

Laura Vachon 

Isabelle Sirois 

Emmy Bornais 

Thomas Blanchet-Gavouyere 

Michael Thibault 

Alexandre Gitzhoffer 

Adji Mouyana Gaye 

Carl-Philippe Folkesson 

Félix Laflamme 

Amel Fazez 
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Introduction 

For the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) student chapter, 2021-2022 was a transitional 

year due to Covid pandemic.  

One local field trip was organized. Four undergraduate students visited a graphite exploration 

project (Miller graphite deposit), with the support of a local exploration company, SL Exploration.  

The Chapter is now recruiting new members and is currently co-organising a workshop on Critical 

Metals with 2 other SEG student chapters (Université du Québec à Chicoutimi (UQAC) and 

Université Laval-INRS-ÉTÉ). The workshop will be presented as part of the Québec Mines + 

Énergie scientific convention in Quebec City in late November. 

 

Budget 

As of the 14th of September, the Chapter’s assets come to Can$ 7,342.71. This amount will be 

available for future Chapter activities. The field trip to the Miller graphite deposit was fully funded 

by the company which hosted the group of students (see Activity section page 4) 
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Activity 

Graphite Miller deposit 

On the 17th of September, the SEG-UQAM Student Chapter was invited by SLexploration to visit 

a graphite deposit, the Miller deposit, at Grenville-sur-la-Rouge, QC. The participants were Carl-

Philippe Folkesson, Laura Vachon, Michael Thibault and Corentin Gardes. The visit was organised 

following the invitation of Steven Lauzier (President and founder of SLexploration), and the on-

site support by geologists Pierre-Alexandre Pelletier and Zofia Leroux. 

The group was given an introduction on the geology and history 

of the Miller deposit, as well as an update on the project status. 

The project is own by Canada Carbon, a mining company 

specialized in the development of graphite projects in Québec. 

The project is located 75 km west from Montreal, in a 200 to 

300 meters thick marble horizon, which also includes calc-

silicate rocks, quartzite and paragneiss. These units are 

surrounded by highly strained gneiss and granitoid rocks. The 

mineralization results of a complex geologic and hydrothermal 

evolution linked to a high-grade metamorphism. However, data 

suggests that carbon may occur from decarbonation of the 

marble unit, and/or mixing of fluids, which explains the graphite distribution. 

Figure 1: Graphite in a marble fault. 
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This visit allowed the SEG-UQAM Student Chapter to discover a 

graphite deposit known for its high quality (graphene grade). The 

group also learned about exploration technics such as diamond 

drilling, and about the social acceptability of mining and 

exploration projects. Indeed, the project is located close to 

populated areas along the Ottawa River, thus directly impacting 

the local communities, and suffered of a poor social acceptability 

due to a lack of communication with the local citizens and 

councillors. The project is ongoing further development since 

2021 thanks to improvements in the company’s communication 

and the importance of graphite in the energy transition  

  

Figure 2:  Drill exploration. 
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Other activities 

The chapter also initiated the organisation of a field trip to the Bathurst area in New Brunswick. 

The trip was organised for the end of May, but it was cancelled in part due to COVID-19 related 

difficulties. However, the project got a good support from professional and academic partners 

and will likely happen in a near future. 

This field trip was initially organised by the Student Chapter with the participation of Stéphane 

De Souza, academic referee; Jim Walker, senior geologist at Department of Natural Resources 

and Energy Development of New Brunswick, who proposed the visit of Bathurst VMS deposit; 

and Dominique Gagné, senior exploration geologist from Puma exploration, who proposed to 

visit their new Au discovery. We had also planned on visiting Sn-W-Mo-Cu mineralization in the 

Acadian Plutonic Belt with Stéphane De Souza and Jim Walker. This area was previously part of 

the GAC-MAC meeting in 2014. 
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Future activities 

1) Québec Mines et Énergie workshop 

The Student Chapter is currently organising, in collaboration with UQAC and Laval-INRS SEG 

student chapters, a full-day short course entitled: “Strategic and critical metals”. This workshop 

will take place during the Québec-Mines et Énergie meeting organised by the MERN (Ministère 

de l’Énergie et des Ressources naturelles du Québec) on the 22nd of November 2022. The course 

will be given by academic scientists and professional geologists. The benefits will be split between 

the three SEG Student Chapters.  

2) Mining lunches (Dîners miniers) 

Held on the last Wednesday of each month from September to May, the Diner Minier is a lunch-

conference organized by SIDEX and its partners in Montréal. Each month, a different speaker is 

invited to give a talk about his company, either focusing on the geology, finances, mining 

processes or management. It is a good opportunity for the students to discover the mining 

industry in a different way from what they learn at university or at work, as SIDEX gracefully 

invites 6 students from the 3 Montreal universities owning a geology or a geological engineering 

program (UQAM, McGill, and Polytechnique Montreal). 

Mining lunches start again for the first time since the pandemic this September 28 September 

2022 with Kenorland Minerals: “An overview of Kenorland Minerals with an emphasis on the 

Regnault gold discovery in Québec.” 

3) Planned Projects 

- Half day conferences  

- Fieldtrip around Montréal: Beauce (Au), Champagne (Cu-Au-Zn) VMS and Hydrothermal 

deposit (Ni-Zn-Au) and Gold Panning 

- Wine and cheese and Meetups with Student Chapter (McGill) 

- SIG workshop 

- Alaska fieldtrip 


